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Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 2011  

 The origins of World War I are complex, and many historians have written books 

explaining their theory on the origins and who they think is to blame. Michael Neilberg wrote 

Dance of the Furies: Europe and the Outbreak of World War I, which covers the historical build 

up and beginning of The Great War. Neilberg has written an informative and interesting book 

about the lead up to and beginning of World War I, and supports his arguments with primary 

sources. 

 This is not Neilberg’s first book on World War I, he has also written The Military Atlas of 

World War I and Fighting the Great War: A Global History. Neilberg has also edited books and 

articles on World War I such as The Great War Reader and Finding Common Ground: New 

Directions in First World War Studies. He received his BA in History from the University of 

Michigan, and his MA and Ph.D. from Carnegie Mellon University. Currently, Neilberg is a 

professor of History in the Department of National Security and Strategy at the US Army War 

College. 

 Neilberg’s thesis has two main points he wants to prove. The first is that a nationalistic 

movement by Europeans was not a factor in starting the war, but by decisions and mistakes made 

by the elite military personnel and diplomats of Germany and Austria. The second part is that 

most Europeans were not expecting a war to break out. Europeans had trust in their leaders to 

find a way to prevent war from happening, and when it originally started, they supported the 

movement. Europeans on both sides accepted the war because they both believed their wars were 

defensive and just. After a while, people realized how bloody and prolonged it the war would be, 

they removed their support, but kept fight despite their concerns. Neiberg agrees with most other 
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historians and literature written on the Great War when it comes to blaming Germany and 

Austria from starting the war. At the same time, he opposes other books and theories on the 

origins of World War I that claim nationalism played a major role in starting the war. Neilberg 

takes a different approach, arguing that nationalism was not a factor, which not many historian 

do. He uses a mix of social history and military history to write this book and uses primary 

sources to prove his arguments.  

 Neilberg uses mainly primary sources as evidence for his augments. These sources are 

diary entries, journal entries, and letters, all written in 1914. He uses these first hand accounts in 

support of his argument for European’s not wanting or expecting the war to happen. He takes 

primary sources that were written right before the war started, when it began, and during, to 

show both the surprise of the European people and the unpopularity of the war. He opens the 

book with a journal entry from a Frenchman on vacation at the beach in 1914 with his wife. In 

this source the couple discussed how they did not think the tension would not result in a war, nor 

were they worried about it happening, if they did, they could have left France. Almost all of the 

authors he uses are from Western Europe. Neilberg mentions that he wanted to find more sources 

from Eastern Europe, but had difficulties. These are high quality and appropriate sources that 

enhance the text, and Neilberg’s arguments.  

 While the evidence in a book supports an argument, the organization of a book is what 

allows the reader to understand the author’s argument. Neilberg has organized Dance of the 

Furies in chronological order, which is the best way he could have organized this book. The 

contents and how he titles his chapters gives this away. His titles not only show how the book is 

organized, but also some are worded in a way that is intriguing to the reader. Chapter one, for 
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example, is titled “A Clap of Thunder in the Summer Sky” (p. 10). This reveals that the chapter 

will probably cover the brewing tensions between nations, and the title makes it seem exciting.  

Some of the other titles are not as interesting, like chapter two, “Background to Sarajevo, 1905-

1914” (p. 36). This is not as intriguing, but it shows how the book is written in chorological 

order. The book is ordered so that the first two chapters are more background information of the 

years before 1914. This way the reader can better understand the situation that Europe is in when 

the ear breaks out. The next three chapters cover the time directly before the start and the actual 

start of the war. This includes Austria’s reaction to the assassination, the diplomacy of other 

European nations, options that could have been taken besides war, Russia mobilizing, and the 

justification governments made for going to war. The last three chapters are more about what the 

war was like for the civilians, and their opinions on war. The conclusion at the end nicely wraps 

up the book by tying everything together and back to his thesis.     

 Neilberg does a fantastic job of proving his thesis through primary sources and first hand 

accounts. He wrote Dance of the Furies from a point of view that has not largely been explored 

yet by historians. They mostly look at the major powers and how these powers interacted with 

each other rather than looking at the average, everyday civilians who lived through the war. 

Overall, this book is highly recommended to read for those wanting to learn more about 

everyday people living in Europe in 1914.  

 

 


